[The diagnosable rate of beta-thalassemia in Chinese population and the strategy for selecting genetic markers in prenatal diagnosis of the disease].
It is possible to use some beta-thalassemia gene linkage markers for prenatal diagnosis of the disease currently. But there are some limitations due to incomplete linkage between these genetic markers and beta-thalassemia gene in population. The diagnosable rate of the genetic markers and their combinations have been calculated according to the polymorphism distribution data of the seven genetic markers in Chinese population. Then according to the diagnosable rate of each genetic marker and their combinations, the following is deduced: (1) Precedent estimation to the diagnosable rate of prenatal diagnosis; (2) Select the optimum strategy for prenatal diagnosis of beta-thalassemia suitable for Chinese population. In this paper, an optimum line is presented, regarding to select genetic markers for prenatal diagnosis of beta-thalassemia in Chinese population. Meanwhile, the method of gene linkage analysis and that of using oligonucleotide probe are compared.